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Aspadier wins
City Council seat
In the end, one student made
the grade — just not a current
one.
Michael Aspacher won
the city's 3rd Ward seat after
defeating his former middle school teacher Roger
Mazzarella 851-806, according
to official results released Nov.
24. Aspacher led by only 36
votes on election night.
"My candidacy is strictly
another opportunity to contribute to the community in a
positive way and be a participant in solutions instead of just
complaining about problems,"
Aspacher said.
Aspacher had previously
served on several city boards,
including eight years on
the Bowling Green Board of
Education, with three of those
years acting as president.
Even though the 1st and 3rd
wards were close, a recount will
not be necessary, said Terry
Burton, director of the Wood

Part one in a four-part series on how to save money
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ELECTION

With the current economic recession and the holidays quickly approaching, some students may need to tighten their pocketbooks. The BG News has decided to take a look at how students can save nickels and dimes on everyday necessities. We all need
food. Students who live on or off campus usually find themselves at a grocery store eventually, whether it is Outtakes Market
Place or Meijer.

Wal-Mart
■ All Great Value

Students look to fi I course requirements with
classes surrounding unorthodox topics
By MkhclIr Olmataad
Reporter

of a release — a fun credit
hour just to go and not have to
worry about it too much," Trusz
With the pressure of complet- said. "Each class was set up a
ing a daunting list of gradua- little bit differently. With bowltion requirements, sometimes ing, we pretty much just went
it is a relief for students to take a and played. With curling and
non-traditional college course, Ultimate Frisbee, we spent a
just for the fun of it.
little more time actually learnIce skating, bowling, fitness ing the game and strategies and
walking, PEG, or general physi- that stuff," he said.
cal education courses are top
"There were a couple of quizchoices for some students seek- zes, but nothing too difficult,"
he added.
ing elective credit.
Though Trusz recommends
Senior Greg Trusz has taken
a handful of these one-credit- all three of these courses, Trusz
hour courses at the University.
said curling was his favorite.
"It's something totally unique
A finance major, Trusz has
taken Ultimate Frisbee, curling and it's something I've never
and bowling, all of which do done before." he said.
not fulfill any specific requirements for his degree, but he has
See WEIRD | Page 3
enjoyed them nonetheless.
"I was really looking for kind

Gallon Millc
$1.68
■ Lakeshore Farms
Market Grade
A Eggs (dozen):
$.83
■ Kraft Natural
Cheese: (on
sale) $1.98
■ Ballreich Potato
Chips: $1.75
■ Perdue Boneless
Chicken Breast:
$1.75 per pound
■ Russett Potatoes
(singles): $.92 per
potato
■ Great Value
Bread: $.92

Meijer

Outtakes

Kroger

■ Meijer brand
Gallon Milk
$1.89
■ Meijer brand
grade A Eggs
(dozen): $.95
■ Meijer brand
cheese: $2.13
■ Meijer brand
potato chips: $2
■ Meijer brand
boneless chicken breast: $2.99
per pound
■ Meijer brand
whole wheat
bread: $1.19
■ Red delicious
apples: $.99 per
pound
■ Individual
Russet potatoes
$.99 pound
■ Russet Bag:
$2.99 for 15
pound bag

■ Prairie Farms half

■ Kroger brand
Gallon Milk:
$1.78
■ Kroger brand
grade A Eggs
(dozen): $.94
■ Kroger brand
chips $1
■ Kroger brand
cheese: $2.99
■ Kroger brand
boneless
chicken breasts:
$3.33 per pound
■ Kroger brand
bread: $.78
■ Red delicious
apples: $.88 per
pound
■ Potatos: $2.99
for 10 pound
bag

Aldi
Friendly Farms
Gallon Milk:
$1.99
Goldhen Grade
A Eggs (dozen):
$1.07
Happy Farms
Cheese (8 oz.):
$1.69
Clandy's Potato
Chips: $1.29
Tyson Boneless
Chicken Breasts:
$2.79 per pound
Loven Bread:
$.79
Apples: $2.49 for
3 pound bag
Russett potatoes: $2.49 for 10
pound bag

■ Apples: $.99 per
pound

New state investment
strategy relies on markets
The University might begin
pursuing new, potentially risky
ways to generate revenue from
its research.
Since )une, Ohio's public universities now have the opportunity to invest in private startup companies, with the goal
that they will market university
research developments.
The provision, which began
as a part of Ohio House Bill 140
and became a state law July
17, allows public institutions
to take equity stakes in newly-

•••••••••

Pick the right price
and grab those
groceries

County Board of Elections.
According to Burton, a
recount would only occur if
the final results were within
10 votes or less, which did not
occur in any race.
Burton said the board takes
three weeks during nonfederal
elections to count absentee
and provisional votes. In federal elections, the board takes
four weeks.

Unusual courses may
spice up semester

By Qu.ntln Kllpatrlck
Reporter

rv.bg vie ws.com

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

Michael

By Andy Ouricl
Senior Reporter

Volume 104. Issue 66

FORUM
Looking at 'Shock Doctrine'

Grade A Eggs
(dozen): $2.09
■ Lays Potato
Chips: $3.79
■ Kraft Natural
Cheese (8
ounce): $4.99
■ Chicken breasts:
n/a
■ Arnold bread:
$1.99
■ Apples (individual): $.69 each
■ Potatoes: n/a

USG addresses housing
plan, approves resolution
By Matt Liaise
Reporter

IMNPIMG I IHESGNEWS
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■ H. Meyer Dairy

Editor's note: Prices are subject to change and were taken Nov. 30.

formed companies instead of
cash payments for technology licenses, which had been
standard practice for publiclyfinanced research developments.
The bill was largely the
brainchild of Mark Coticchia,
the vice-president for technology transfer at Case Western
Reserve University.
Coticchia consulted with the
Ohio Board of Regents, which
was looking into ways higher
education can help foster ecoSeeCASHI

gallon milk: $2.49

RESOLUTE: Rodgers Quadrangle Senator Brandon Double presents a resolution as
Speaker Leo Almeida listens at last nights meeting.

The demolition plans for Rodgcrs
Quadrangle and the housing for
the Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi
Kappa Tau fraternities were discussed at the Undergraduate
Student Government meeting
last night.
USG approved a resolution to
show unwillingness to accept
the administration making the
decisions to demolish the resi-

SPORTS

SPORTS
Panthers declawed by Falcons

Falcons down Rockets

Columnist Patrick Saunders breaks down

In front of his childhood hero, Dee Brown put up

After winning against Toledo, Falcon

components of the 'Shock Doctrine' seen

20 points against Isiah Thomas-coached Florida

football anxiously awaits the

in the University budget and costs

International, helping the basketball Falcons to a 67-

transferred to students | Page 4

62 win over the Golden Panthers | Page 5

T

possibility that they could be playing
into the post-season | Page 5

dence halls without the consent
of the group.
Rodgers Senator Brandon
Double presented the resolution
that stated USG "believes the
building of new residence halls
to be important" but they do not
agree that the "plan was considered by the administration to be
too complex and 'frustrating' for
students to play a role in discusSee USG|Page3

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your guilty pleasure when grocery shopping?
PETESCHWADEL
Sophomore. Sports Management
"Ice cream, because if I buy any.
I buy like 5 gallons of it." | Page 4
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BLOTTER
MONDAY. NOV. 23
12:01 A.M.
physka control
I ot N

5 01 P.M.
trept ted juveniles
tvmg "chicken" in the roadthe 1000th block of

1:31 P.M.
Complainant reported two male
subjects were arguing in the street
within the 100th block of Fairview
St.

12:51 A.M.
Phillip Panning, 21. of Deshler. Ohio.
was cited for open container of
alcohol withm the 100th block of E.
Court St.

WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 25

1134 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
subject(s) had thrown a bottle containing Draino near her apartment
within the 500th block of Palmer
Ave.

1:15 A.M.
Nathan Murphy, 25. of Perrysburg.
Ohio, was cited for open container
withm the 100th block of E. Court
St.

217 A.M.
Pat-ick Picketing. 20. of Maumee.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence within the 100th block
of E. Court St.

5 11 P.M.
.

11:44 PM
■ Gonzales, 41, of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was cited for riding a
the sidewalk withm the 100th
block of W. Wooster St.

■

tablets wii
..>St

2:22 A.M.
Jonathan Niese. 25. of Defiance.
Ohio, was cited for aggravated
menacing; Gerald Maralez. 25. of
Vermilion. Ohio, and Joseph James
II. 25. of Lorain. Ohio, were cited
for disorderly conduct fighting and
Michael James. 22. of Deshler. Ohio.
i for aggravated nut
and disorderly conduct within the
100th block ofN. Mam St.

6.52 P.M.
■ 'oported loud music
of I Merry

9 24 P.M.
: Oported louJ
the 1400th block ot •

TUESDAY. NOV. 24 THURSDAY.
NOV. 26

1:23 A.M.
Resident was warned for disorderly
conduct within the 100th block of
N Main St.

FRIDAY. NOV. 27
100 A.M.
Nolan Decker, of Waterville. Ohio.
*"d for underage consumption on E. Wooster St.

2:13 A.M.
Kelli Gottardo. 22. of Wauseon.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct fighting within the 100th block

/Vooster St.
9:47 A.M.
Ibny By"! Jr. 27. of Bowling Green.
Ohio, was arrested lor domestic
violence within the 200th block of
N Prospect St.

12:13 AM
■■■n/Downtown
: someone was trying to use
: 'ed ID to enter the bar.

12:25 A.M.
Unlnown subject attempted I
a fate ID. at Uptown/Down:

12:52 AM
Complainant reported a fight broke
out outside of Taco Bell

1224 AM.
- reported unknown
• red his vehicle and
stole a wallet containing no cash and
thin the 100th block
■

■

2:13 A.M.
Kelli Gottardo. 22, of Wauseon.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct for fighting within the 100th
block of E. Wooster St

-

1:00 A.M.
24. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct urinating within the
100th block of S. Main St.

1038 AM
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) damaged his vehicle within the 100th block of N. Prospect St.

302 P.M.
Complainant reported her credit
card was stolen at Circle K

festival series
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
2009 I 2010

Messiah
Handel's Messiah
with the University Choral Society
and the Toiedo Symphony Orchestra
Wednesday, December 2, 2009
8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,

Moore Musical Arts Center
Adult Tickets S36. 528 & $20

To order,
call 419/372-8171
or 800/589-2224

Student Tickets S29, 122 & $15
www b*j^i cdurfestiv.11 •

BGSU.

1:59 P.M.
Complainant reported he was
receiving harassing phone calls.

648 P.M.
Jacob Damron. 26. of Toledo. Ohio.
was arrested for theft at Meijer

10:38 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
■ubject(s) had thrown a bottle containing Draino near his apart
within the 300th block of Palmer
Ave

SATURDAY. NOV.
28
12:35 A.M.
Residents within the 1500th block of
Clough St. were warned for disorderly conduct.

12:50 A.M.
Complainant reported a couple
fighting within the 100th block of S
Church St.

136 A.M.
Austin Hall. 19. and Alex Latham.
20. both of Sylvania. Ohio, were
arrested for underage under the
influence at Uptown/Downtown.

11:47 P.M.
Joseph Miller. 51. of Fmdlay. Ohio.
and Eric Walter. 20. of Arcadia.
Ohio, were cited with possession
of marijuana: Ronald Miller. 55. of
Moupt Blanchard. Ohio, was cited
for possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia
and Brian Nelson. 40. of Wayne.
Ohio, was cited for drug abuse and
possession of marijuana within the
800th block of S. Main St.

SUNDAY, NOV. 29
1230 A.M.
William Kyttle. 25. of North
Baltimore. Ohio, was cited for open
container of alcohol on the corners
of E. Wooster and Troup Streets.

Ohio, was cited for possession of
marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and underage possession
at the Phi Kappa Tau house.

4:38 A.M.
Ryan Dunlap. 23, of Perrysburg.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
trespass and disorderly conduct
while intoxicated unable to care for
self within the 600th block of E.
Wooster St.

7:45 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) punctured a hole in the
driver's side door of his vehicle within the 1000th block of Sandpiper
Lane.

6:25 P.M.
Residents within the 800th block
of Sixth St. were warned for loud

2:02 AM.
Resident was warned for taunting
in Lot 1.

2:21 AM.
Victoria Brooks. 20. of Port Clinton.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence and Jonathan Hart.
20. of Fremont. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal damaging and underage under the influence at Becketts.

2:47 A.M.
Jack Dennis, 21, of Bowling Green.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
damaging within the 200th block of
N. Main St.

2:44 A.M.
William Bibb. 27. Raymund King.
25. and Christina Stefamk, 27. all of
Bowling Green. Ohio, were cited
for possession of drug paraphernalia withm the 1500th block of E.
Napoleon Road.

3:19 A.M.
Mitchell Koralewski. of Waterville.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct while intoxicated and underage under the influence on Manville
Avenue.

4:22 P.M.
Tony Perales Jr. 22. of Toledo.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia and expired registration within the 100th block of E.

12:50 A.M.
Michelle Meyer. 22. of Oak Harbor.
Ohio and Kody Vincent. 18, of
Curtice. Ohio, were arrested for
underage under the influence
and open container of alcohol
and Brittany Slauterbeck. 21. of
Port Clinton. Ohio, was arrested
for open container of alcohol in a
motor vehicle in Lot 6.

1:33 A.M.
Resident at Uptown/Downtown
was warned for open container of
alcohol.

1:45 A.M.
Jason Barchet. 24. of Fmdlay. Ohio,
was arrested for criminal trespass
and disorderly conduct intoxication
at Uptown/Downtown.

2:18 A.M.
Rachael Weidner. 21. of Fostoria.
Ohio, was cited for open container
in a motor vehicle on the corners of
N. Prospect and E. Court Streets.

2:30 A.M.
Hope Standen, 18. of Elyria. Ohio.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
and underage under the influence within the 100th block of N.
Prospect St.

3:41 AM.
Matthew Podmanik. of Vermillion.

9:04 P.M.
Complainant reported a domestic
dispute was in progress within the
400th block of Lehman Ave.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

The average
person can live
for eleven days
without water,
assuming
an average
temperature of
60 degrees
fahrenheit.
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Brought to you by:

"YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient
VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
OFFICE: 1520 Clough Si. I\mlu-rsi \ill.u;,

EMAIL: iviiials^univi'rsiiyapartincnis.us

(419)352-0164
u u w.univcrsityaparlincnts.us

8TODEW1 MONEY

"MSU
www.b91u.edu/flnml
419.372.J2S2

.GLASS CITY
^FEDERAL
-^-CREDIT UNION

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'lO-'UMay/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064

or vvvvw.froboserenlals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROIJOSI: RINTAI S
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USG
From
sions of immediate change."
Double said the plans to
demolish the residence halls
had left several students with
only four weeks to relocate,
although the fraternities had
been located in these buildings
since the'60s.
"|USG| is highly disapproving of the administrative decision to keep students out of the
desicion-making." the resolution stated.
"We're here for the students,"
Double said, alter working
closely with President Sundeep
Mutgi this week to draw up the
resolution. Double also said lie
will be working closely with I he
University administration in
the future, and was told he and
the other fraternity members
will be living in the Haislmuii
Quadrangle next semester.
Vice President of Student
Affairs loe Oravecz. Director of
Residence life Michael (iriffel
and Associate Vice President
of Capital Planning Steve
Krakoff addressed the members of USC- with details on the
Housing and Dinning Master
Plan. Their presentation highlighted what the three have
been working on and what will

CASH
From Page 1
nomic growth.
"The big focus is figuring out how the Ohio higher education system can
be a drive for economic
advancement," said Rob
Evans,
communications
director for the Ohio Hoard
of Regents.
Evans said Coticchia and
others helped to lay the
groundwork for the board's
new division of economic
advancement.
"This is a good thing
because it allows universities to take an equity position in startup companies
in exchange for intellectual property rights," said
lohn Kane, the University's
licensing officer for the
Office
of
Technology
Transfer 8c Services.
While the bill does not
allow public institutions
to buy into private companies outright by purchasing equity, the transfer of
the licensing essentially
gives the start-up business
the capilal to purchase and
market the license.
"This means that the company doesn't have to come
up with money at first and
allows them to get going."
Kane said.
State
Representative
Mark Schneider (D-Mentor).
the bill's co-sponsor in (Instate legislature, noted that

he happening by their goal lor
tall semester2011.
The presentation addressed
plans to demolish the Rodgers
Quadrangle, the two fratcrnl
ty houses and the commuter
parking lot located behind
the Offenhauet Towers, which
began almost
12 months
ago. They said the plans an1
to help enrollment since the
University has experienced a

two-yeai dip. Another goal is to
put the residence halls more in
the center ol campus.
The three administrators
also described their plans to
"create a living and learning

environment unique for BGSU"
and more appealing luiusing
on campus.
Construction is set to begin
in late spring on creating new
community, semi suite and
suite-styled residence halls
I hey also plan to create a new
(ireek Village with less beds
and bigger community spaces.
New places to replace the park
ing lot by Offenhauer are still
being considered, while new
and renovated food services
are being planned as well.
The men also said they are
planning to add security cam
eras near these residence halls.
"Change is good." Oravecz
said. "Dirt on campus is a good
thing."

"Overall,
investing in new
technologies is a
positive thing."
Mark
under previous regulation,
public institutions had to
go through foundations to
accept any type of equity in
private companies.
"This bill allows public
universities lo do whal private institutions have been
doing lor a long lime," Uc
said.
Hut like any investment,
the opportunity for public
universities to take a stake
in private start-up companies carries risks, especially
in a weak economic climate
and budget-crunching ai
universities throughout the
state.
"The downside is thai
the University is creating
an Instrument of debt. The
companies would owe us.
so there's a risk," Kane said.
Currently,
(be
office
of Technology Transfer Si
Services looks for commercial entities interested in
University-developed technology.
Kane said the Universit)
and (he Interested company first have to come to
an agreement on (be value
of the technology, and
then agree on (he payment

"Change is
good... dirt on
campus is a
good thing."

WEIRD
Fro

Page 1

Another elective, which will
be neu lo (he University spring
semester, does not require
physical activity, although

there is definitely a loi ofbidng
Manyol the IIS(I members
addressed the administrators uiih questions cm what
the construction will hold
lor students.
At-I.arge Senator Clayton
Stewart pointed oul thai the
company the University is
working with will then own
all cil (he buildings being
built, while the University
will own the land. When
lie asked if this means the
institution's room and board
rales will increase, Oravecz
said it would, bin the rates
would increase whether or
not the construction was
completed.
Ails & Sciences Senator
Danielle McConnell asked if
the employees who are currently working in the dining halls will be laid off, and
Oravecz assured the audience thai would not happen.
He said nothing will be completely shin down until it is

replaced.
method, which may lake
the form of royalty sales or
upfroill licensing Ices.
Were1 public universities
lo utilize (he new provision
and lake equity slakes in
newly formed enterprises,
additional layers ol negotiation aie required, namely
the value of the up Stai t
.mil untested company.
"So the big problem is that
both (he companj and the
university have to come to
an understanding of what
I he actual value of the cornpan) is, in addition 10 the
value of the intellectual
properly," Kane said. "We
don't want to lake slake- in
a company (hat won't be
valuable."
Schneider acknowledged
that "Any kind of invest
men) is speculative. Overall.
investing in new technologies is a positive tiling, not
only for the economy and
jobs, but For education as
well."
Schneider doesn I know if
any public universities have
delved into private- companies as of yet, bin expelled
io see universities begin to
take advantage of (he measure in the next few years.
It's mil like 'Aha, here
we've goi it'. Instead, this is
just a tool lo help make (he
pathway to the market a little faster," Evans said. "The
University System ol Ohio
has economic advancement
as iis top priority, and we're
looking at all kind of tools."

involved.
"Tracking
the
Vampire:
Bloodsuckers In Literature and
film hum Camilla to Twilight"
is an I INKS 4000 course, which
is a special topics seminar
available to students in the
University Honors Program.
While it does not fulfill gen
era! education requirements, it

does count toward the 22 hours
of required honors courseuork
for students In the program.

Instructor Heath Diehl will
he teaching this course, and
also came up with die topic tor
the class.
Diehl said he never had

ELECTION
From Page 1
Burton said I'M provisional
Miles were counted in the past
three weeks.
"Election night I call [it] the
'unofficial count1 because it is
just that," Burton said. "Without
some due diligence and going
through and making sure even
thing is right then you can't accurately say. "These are the results
for final."'
Ibe resulis also reaffirmed that

University students did no) win
their seats.
Junior lacob Redfern, who hail
occupied the 1st Ward's seal let!
by Gordy I leminger since August,
losi die election 191-170. or u nil
17.11 percent of the total vote. On

uesday December 12009 5

much ol an Interest in vain
demand. Diehl said.
pire literature until ibis -HIM
Ihere are currently 16 stumer after reading the Iwilighl
dents registered, ranging from
series.
freshmen to seniors and from
"While I hale the books. Students majoring in pop cul
I thought it would really be
lure, to health and human serInteresting to sort of trace the
vices, film and English,
evolution of the figure of the
"I'm really excited about it
because I think it's drawn a
vampire in literature and in
film." Diehl said. "We're going, range ol students." Diehl said.
Sophomore
Samantha
back to 19th century literature.
We're going to read the original
Barnes said she stumbled upon
"Dracula," we're going to read
the course listing as she uas
"Carmilla." and then were going
browsing (he honors catalogue
and immediate!) knew she had
to also supplement thai with
films."
lo lake il.
I he book lisl will also include
"It's die class I'm mosl excit-

Anne Mice's "Interview with the

ed about lor nexi semester,"
Barnes said. "I love vampires
I have sine c I was wa) little,'
As iar as the Iwiliglu series is
concerned, however, the love
is not so free,
"The movies are horrible,"
Barnes said. " i he books are
pretty entertainingeven though
thej re crappily written."

Vampire.'" as well as "fwilighl.''
byStephenie Meyer,
"A ion of people have shown
interest in this class," Diehl
said.
file usual c.i|i Col an 1 INKS
■10(H) course is typically sel at
10, bin the enrollment was
raised lo 20 because of I he high

election nighl, he trailed 182-150.
Students make up a large portion of the 1st Ward, yet only ~>l>
registered voters, or 2.14 percent
of registered citizens, reported
to vote al the Union, which is
(be major polling station lor
University Students,
Redfern said pooi student
iiirnoui was a major factor in not
being elected in a \ov. I article
in The BG News. In the same
article, he said he losi die election

THE FINAL RESULTS OF
2009 BOWLING GREEN
CITY COUNCIL ELECTION
FROM 97 PRECINCTS:
BOWLING GREEN 1ST
WARD (367 VOTES):
Marl Hdenbough -194 (52.86 percent)
173
2ND WARD (74S VOTES):
63.89 percent)
Rob EmmelHainz - 269

because students did not come
out to the polls.
Senior Rob Eminelhain/, a for
mciseiialnrlnrlhcUndergradiiatc
Student Government, did noi
make up any ground with absentee and provisional votes. He
ended up with 2(i') votes, :tl>.l
percent oldie vote, losing 10 lohn
Zanfardino.

3RD WARD (1.657 VOTES):
Michael Aspacnec - tiSl (51.56 percent)
Roger '
i06
Source Wood County Board of
:

■

■

THink YoU ArE SmaRT?
In your cellar Ihere are three
light switches in the OFF position.Each switch controls 1 of 3
light bulbs on floor above. You
may move any of the switches
but you may only go upstairs to
inspect the bulbs one time.
How can you determine the
switch for each bulb with one
inspection??
E ipiiws Aq penojiuoo si ginq pioo
pup Mun oiji z ipMMS Aq pei|OiiuOD St
Qinq iii eui '"i ipiiMS Aq penoiiuoo si
qinq log am iwdsui 06 uo z toi'ws
ujm uo 11 ujnj item oioiu JO UILU g
inrxje -0|iq« p JOI no L upiivs ujni

The creator of the
NIKE Swoosh
symbol was paid only
$35 for the design.

BGSU.

1045 N. Main 715

MECCA

Bow ling Green, Ol I
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

10% Off Market Rates
Will start renting - 12/1/09

- Check web for all specials -

www.meccabg.com

No More Hats
and Gloves Inside

Rental Office: 419/352-9135
400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green. OH 43402
i

FORUM

"It's something totally unique and it's something I've never done before."
- Greg Trusz, senior on taking curling as an elective course [see story, p. 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Chocolate chip

Tuesday. December 1.20094

What is your guilty pleasure when grocery shopping?
"Bacon."

d^Jtejt

.

"Pickles"

"Grilled chicken."

k

cookies."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
MONALI PAUL.
Senior.
Diatctics

ZACHARY BERGER.
Junior.
Business

KENZIE KASSOFF,
Sophomoie.
UndooJr-.i

SAGARCHURI.
Graduate.
MBA

a question7 Give us yout
feedback at bgviews.com.

DEAD END

44MAN
COOKS MY

GRITS'
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
I hate how all the clocks in Olscamp are a few minutes slow. I'm
io tiied of professors saying "Well, I have a few minutes left," when

During poor economy, sketchy economic
programs pass under the 'Shock Doctrine'

in fact they have used up every single one of their minutes plus
a few extras. I pay good money for 50 minute (or 75 minute on
Tuesdays and Thursdays) classes. Please cut the freebies.

I'm tiied of squirrels spitting nuts at me as I walk across campus. I
suspect a conspiracy from our furry "friends."
SSOR

People need to know when to turn their phone off. As such. I
will use this space to illustrate. When you are attending a formal
function and someone takes the time to speak for your benefit, you
should listen. Not sit there obliviously texting away on your phone.
!y does it make you appear not to care, but it is very distracting for those around you. If its an emergency, (although I know of
) use for texting in an emergency) fine, excuse yourself and go
text somewhere less inconsiderate. Thank you.
'-.EARN
Yesterday. I overheard two girls talking about how it would not
be a bad thing to get swine flu because it would "help them lose
weight and about how a girl they know had swine flu and she looks
great now that she lost five pounds. Are you kidding me?
■

Dear BGSU Pedestrians.
Why do you walk out directly in front of cars as if they are not
there? It's rude, not to mention dangerous, and us commuters are
really getting quite sick of it. I'm all for walking, just don't do it out
in front of cars All the commuting students out there emphatically
thank you.
•EVERY PERSON COMMUTER

I don t mind people who eat in class, truly I don't. However, please
chew with your mouth closed! I do not want to see or hear your
food when I am trying to concentrate. Chewing with your mouth
open is distracting and irritating. Please cut it out.
■DISGRUNTLED NOTE TAKER

SPEAK YOUR MIND.

■

www.bgviews.coni
SPEAK YOUR MIND

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 4340? | Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall j Phone: (419) 372-2606
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The "Shock Doctrine'' comes to Public Higher Education
PATRICK SAUNDERS
FACULTYCfXUMNIST

Naomi Klein, author of "No Logo"
and "Shock Doctrine: The Rise of
Disaster Capitalism," can be likened io the canaries miners kept
in cages down in the deep shaft
mines.
These canaries would sound
alarms when the air would start
to be thick with gases before it
was fatal, allowing the miners to
evacuate. In Klein's latest book.
"Shock Doctrine," she discusses
the idea of disaster capitalism and
how it has been implemented In
many countries on the heels of
war, a coup or a natural disaster.
The idea of "Shock Doctrine"
was first articulated by Milton
Friedman, noted economist
and one of the founders of the
"Chicago School of Economies."
Friedman said that a crisis can
be invoked in order to impose
unpopular economic programs.
Friedman was an advocate that
everything should be a component of the market place — all
services and products dictated by
market forces.
This includes things normally
considered to be in the publicdomain, like education, transportation and safety. He was for
the elimination of public schools
and the turning over of their
portfolios to private schools. He
also said there should be no regulation of trade — a world where
goods and services flowed back
and forth over borders without
any inhibiting factors.
It sounds good in theory, but in
practice, it tends to create more
poverty for those on the bottom,
pushing all the wealth it creates
to the top 1 percent We have seen
the implications for the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) on our manufacturing
sector in this country, as more

k

lln Mdei Impote a n&w style ot
("educational standards." we need a
(crisis

The stale is cutting
the Stale Share of
Instruction revenue
to the University.
what can be done
to meet this
challenge? Cut
senior
administrative
positions?

No. this is an
opportunity to
1
impose changes on 1
the structure of the
University, we start
by cutting faculty
and classified staff.
Then we attach
those programs
that havo low FFE 1
and enrollment
1

and more jobs are shipped to low
wage destinations offshore.
Nowthcideaof'ShocklJoctrine"
has come home to public higher
education because ol the plunging

economy and the lessening of tax
revenues by the state,
In tlie last year or so, tlie impact
of decreased revenues on higher
education from tlie suite is being
noticed by the public. This is happening even though tuition and
fees have been spiking for the last
19 years in Ohio. Now, we arc facing more cuts in tlie or the State
Share of instruction (SSI) revenue
stream from the state to tlie universities.
When I was a freshman in the
fall of 1973 at the University, my
tuition for up to 20 hours was
$225.00. The state at that time was
paying over 70 percent of the cost.
Now, tuition will increase another
3.5 percent in the spring; at this
rate, we will be soon at a tuition
level of S10.000.
We have also seen increases in
fees, some for capital projects like
the Stroh and others for services
like the shuttle fee. The transfer of
educational costs from the public
to the private person is a component of the Shock Doctrine.
Because of the 'budget,' these
transfers are explained as neces-

■ With that crisis creating a "shock," the IDhwittei Capitalism,' Higher Ed on the |
■ concept ol higher education can be
Icheap. NTT Professors and Adjuncts,
|changed without any complaints.
lehalned to a curriculum designed by
■ the liuitees, turn out classes full of
■ inarticulate automatons with skillsets.

if we cut faculty,
won t that impact
on our abttfty to
provide a quality
education? Along
with the ideas of
cnbcal (ranking and
articulating those
thoughts? That is
»vhy we exist as an
institution?

We exist to serve
an higher calling,
Io serve the needs
of corporate
Amence, and to not
turn out thinkars
but workers with
the skiHsets
desired by the
corporate
community.

1

Wrtl. we naw> Deen
successlm in
recreating a new
1
type of rnghet
| education, although
lhavealotor
1
misrjvutgs about
1
calling it, "higher
|
education.j

We have met the
challenges of me
times, and the
power paradigm is
grateful. The
impact of these
changes wfl be fart
lor hundreds ol
years, with public
unrvetsities turning
profits and nol
ideas.

sary to the idea of higher educa- of NTT and adjunct faculty, which
tion.
will lower costs of instruction.
Now we are seeing other comIt could also have a chilling
ponents of "Shock Doctrine" impact on academic freedom.
with the announcement last
In other words, faculty could
summer of mandatory furlough become more cautious in what
days for those who make $50,000 they say or write. We could see
or more and the planned vol- tlie evaluation of certain academuntary "University Employee ic programs strictly on the basis
Separation Program" (UESP) for of full time equivalent: for some
faculty and staff in fiscal year of programs and departments, this
2010-2011. This plan is different would be a disaster. Ihis is all
from many "buyouts" offered to part of the drive to make public
public employees in that it does higher education into a corporate
not offer any "retirement credit" model.
but only money that will be paid
We are already part of the way
out over an undetermined peri- there, with a board of Trustees
od of time.
and corporate-influenced strucThe difference with this plan ture of administration that has
is that it is also available to those been empowered by the state to
with as little as 15 years. Faculty do what it takes to cut costs and
who retire and take the buyout further commodity educational
can only teach part-time for the values at a price the market will
year after the separation. They bear.
can teach part-time again, only
The ideal corporate model of
after that when a ten year period higher education is a system that
has passed.
caters to the demands of the marIhis could make room for tlie ket place and places no financial
non-tenure track (NTT) profes- burden on them.
sors, or those which aren't worklake a look around; the canaring toward tenure, to become ies in the higher education mine
tenured. But using tlie concepts shaft are sounding the alarm and
of "Shock Doctrine", this is an we are running out of time.
opportunity to decrease the number of tenured and tenure- track
Respond to Pat at
faculty and increase the number
thenews@bgneivs.com.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the late-.t in BG
athletics.
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since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.
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add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These ate usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University s campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to trtenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
other discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

A scoring en
. I 85
overtime loss to Wisconsin-Milwaukee cost
the Falcons a win. See Athletic Director
f:ieg Qirc tochers s'5'c,rrent online at
www.bgnewssports.com

SPORT
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SIDELINES
FALCONS 38 I 24 ROCKETS

WOMEN'S HOOPS
Falcons host St.
Francis tonight
The women's basketball team
(5-2) will host St. Francis (04) tonight in Anderson Arena
at 7.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for con-,
tinued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com
ENOCHWU

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

'HiBGNEWS

EXCITEMENT IN THE AIR: Freddie Barnes (top tight) celebrates with teammates during BG s 18-24 win against Toledo on Friday. That win gives BG a better chance of going to a bowl game.

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bonewssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1971—Hall of Famer Ernie
Banks retires from playing
and becomes a coach.
1891—James Naismith
creates basketball.

The List
It was a busy weekend for
Falcon athletics while
students were away on
break. Here are the top five
performers from the
weekend:

1. Samuels-Thomas:
Jordan Samuels-Thomas, BG

Bowl bound?
BG football awaits bowl announcement

spots with bowl eligible teams FagleBank Bowl in Washington
(almost alwaysatettm that is6-6 O.C. because the Atlantic Coast
or hotter), committees from any Conference docs not have
Atii-i winning what coach Dave unfilled bowl games can select enough bowl eligible teams.
Clawson called the team's' a team from any conference as The game is contracted to select
a MAC team if the ACC can'l
"Super Bowl" on Friday, the an at-large replacement.
Since the Mid-American supply a team or if Army (5-6)
Falcon football team will now
anxiously wait in hopes of earn- Conference only has three tie-in — which also earns an automating a bowl bid.
games, the Falcons' best chance ic bid to the game — doesn't
A 38-24 win against Toledo lor a IMAVI bid is likely as ;in at- become bowl eligible.
Army (5-6) plays Navy (8-3)
gave B(! its seventh win of large team because Central
the season, making them an Michigan (10-2). Ohio (9-3) and on Dec. 12 to finish their seaattractive at-large option for Temple (9-3) probably will till the son.
However. Northern Illinois (7the few bowl games that need automatic slots. However, there is
a team. Bowl pairings will lx' nothing that says that those bowl 5) is also a bowl eligible team
committees have to take the l>est from the MAC and could trump
announced Sunday.
Each of the 34 bowl games teams from the conference.
See BOWL | Page 6
have specific conference tie-ins,
This season, the MAC also
but if a conference can't fill all its gets an automatic bid to the
By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

Falcons could be playing
for MAC Championship

Friday afternoon as the
Falcons wore set to take on
Toledo, Ohio University was
putting the finishing touches on a surprising, yet very
convincing victory against
Temple. That Win clinched the
Mid-American Conference

East title and a spot in the
MAC championship game
for the Bobcats — throwing
a wrench into the bowl selection process.
The last thing I want to do
is sit here and say. "what if."
but that tends to happen when
you're a college student who is
trying to put off homework.
Nearly two months ago.
BG senior receiver Freddie
Barnes caught seven passes
See COLUMN | Page 6

hockey's freshman standout,
scored the game-winning
goal for BG in a shootout

BG men's basketball team defeats Thomas, FIU

against Notre Dame.
2. Prochaska: Junior

By Saan Shapiro

guard Lauren Prochaska has

Assistant Sports Editor

battled illness all season but
looked like her old self with
20 points during a win against
UNC Greensboro.
3. Geter: Junior Willie
Geter had 16 carries for 116
yards and three touchdowns
during a win against Toledo.
He also had his season-long
rush of 61 yards.
4. Brown: Sophomore
Dee Brown scored 51 points
in the two games this weekend, including 20 against
Florida International last
night.

5. Williams: Senior

ANDSEAEEHl ' IHCBGNEWS
FOR THE WIN: Jordan Samuels-Thomas scored the game-winning goal in a shootout in the
second game against Notre Dame this weekend

Notre Dame hockey loses to
*BG for first time since 2005
By Paul Barnay
Reporter

comerback Roger Williams
had two interceptions against
Toledo. He also found success
on special teams, gaining 64
yards on kick returns, one
of which almost went for a
touchdown.

While many students were rccovcringfrom Ihanksgivingfostivities
this weekend, the IH '< hockey team
was in South Bond for a two-game
series with conference opponent

Notre Dame,
For the second straight week, the
Falcon hockey team was looking to
upset a ranked Central Collegiate

Hockey Association opponent on
the road, after upsetting Michigan
in Ann Arbor last weekend.
The Falcons did split the series
against No. 14 Notre bame, but it
could have easily been a sweep for
cither side after the Fighting Irish
won thefirst ga me with2.4 seconds
left in overtime and the Falcons
See HOCKEY | Page 8

pressure on them at the start of

the second hatf."

Adding on to their problems,
B(i struggled to sink free throws
With his childhood hero on the
near the end, allowing. I Hi to
opposing bench, BG sophomore
Dec Brown scored a career-high
stay competitive all the way until
the final buzzer.
20 points, as B(i held on to win
Despite ITU's second half
against Florida International 6762.
adjustments. BO was able to hold
A native of Detroit, Brown
On by playing strong defense
{Ir rw 111 he st retch, picking up two
grew up a Pistons fan and idolbig defensive stops when they
ized Isiah Thomas as a child.
Yesterday he got to meet his hero,
lead 65-60 and 66-62.
who was there as head coach
"At the end of the day. if the ball
ofFTU.
is not following from us, if you
"It was a good motivator for me.
play defense and you rebound
As a basketball player you always
as long as they don't score and if
look up to those types of players
you don't score at the end of the
who did great things throughout
day. those stops make the differthe game of basketball, so I was
ence," said BO coach l-ouis Orr.
AUNPWACH* IHFBCNEWS
excited," Brown said. "He was HIGH SCORER: Dee Brown led the
In addition to the strong
one of my favorites because he Falcons with 20 points against FIU
defense, Brown was still the catwas a little guy. and I'm not the
alyst as he had 11 of his 20 points
biggest guy in the world. So I bined for 11 first half rebounds, in the second half, including BG's
just tried to play aggressive like six of which were on the offen- final two field goals before FIU
he did."
sive end.
started intentionally fouling
Brown's aggressive style
But in the second half. ITU
helped his team avoid a second- moved into a zone defense and Legend in the House
half collapse after BG entered started to press more, giving BG
While it was the first meettrouble creating the shots they ing between Orr and Thomas
the break with a 13-point lead.
In the first half, BG used their were able to find in the first half, as coaches, the two already had
"I think we got a little gritty." a long history of playing against
size advantage to keep a much
smaller ITU team away from Thomas said. T thought for the
WIN
the rebounds as Otis Polk, Marc most par! WB were able to scram
Larson and Erik Marschall com- hie up the game and put a little

SPORTS
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Notes: Special teams play strong against Toledo
By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

ENOCH WU

IHEBGNfWS

BIG TIME: Cody Basler (45) celeb(ales with Eugene fells (42) after one o( the special
teams plays during BG's 38-24 win against Toledo

COLUMN
From Page 5
for 84 yards against Ohio. Those
numbers are phenomenal, and
yet, Barnes has spoiled us this
season to the point that we all
were shocked when he didn't
make his eighth catch of the
game in the final minutes to
send the game to overtime.
I'm nottryingto knock Barnes,
as not many receivers would've
come up with that ball, but
looking back, "who knows what
could have happened," is what
we keep telling ourselves.
At the time, everything that
could go wrong for the Falcons
was going wrong. They were
plagued with injuries and had

just lost their fourth consecutive game.
They had just wrapped up
one of the toughest five game
stretches in school history, battling five schools who would
each finish the season bowl eligible. Coach Dave Clawson kept
saying how the Falcons played
likea better team than its record
indicated and you could tell he
believed it.
Since that loss, BG has gone
6-1 and appear to be a lock for
an at-large bowl bid. In each
of those six wins, the Falcons
have scored at least 30 points,
due largely in-part to the performances of Barnes and senior
quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
Friday night, Ohio will take on
Central Michigan in the MAC

and the Knicks.
"We played them in the fifth
game of the playoffs," Orr said.
From Page 5
"It was a great game overtime. It
was 100 degrees in that place. I
each other in the NBA.
"I remember Hubie Brown think Bernard King hit 40-sometalking about him ... and he thing and Isiah scored 25 straight
was talking about how Louis is points. It's one the classics; not
one of the toughest competitors because of me, because of him.
"That was a great game win or
in our game," Thomas said. "He
said he was one of the toughest go home, and we won at their
players he's ever coached and one place but Isiah took the game
of the smartest players he's ever over."
lust like hedrew fans asastarin
coached."
While Thomas had high praise the NBA, Thomas had many folfor Orr, the BG coach returned the lowers at Monday's game as the
favor, remembering an elimina- crowd of 1,915 gave him a standtion game in the playoffs at loe ing ovation during pre-game
Louis Arena between the Pistons introductions.

I

Jahmal
Brown
Senior blocked a
punt in his final
regular season game

Three special teams miscues for
Toledo led to three first quarter
touchdowns, as BG defeated the
Rockets 38-24.
Eugene Fells blocked Bill
Claus' first punt attempt at the Toledo coach T'odd Beckman.
Toledo 26-yard line, leading to "On the second one, one of our
1-yard touchdown run by Willie back three guys didn't make
Geter.
his blocks. When your name
Toledo's next series ended the is called, you have make those
same way, lahmal Brown broke blocks and step forward and do
through for another punt block it."
that was recovered by lerett
The second punt block resultSanderson at the 13-yard line.
ed in a 4-yard touchdown pass
"That's just two young men to Freddie Barnes, giving BG a
not making the play. The first 14-0 lead.
one was our long snapper; he
Claus' third punt attempt
just didn't make the block," said finally got through, but on BG's
Championship game. Because
of the MAC's tie breaker rules, a
Falcon win against Ohio would
have put Bowling Green in that
game instead.
As I said, 1 certainly do not
mean any disrespect to Barnes
because we all know the
Biletnikoff Award finalist has
saved the day on multiple occasions.
What I'm trying to say is,
before you make a crack about
this 7-5 team, think about how
hard they worked and how
close they came to reaching
their goal and playing for the
MAC championship.
It's been an up and down season, and because the Falcons
refused to give up, it's probably
not over yet.
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HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that each
minute in the
US, there is a
new case of
genital warts.

Running
For the first time this season,
a BG running back ran for more
than 100 yards, as Geter ran for
110 yards on 16 carries.
In addition to his three 1-yard
touchdown runs, Geter also
helped seal the game with a long
61-yard rush after a Toledo fumSei GETER
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tant coach at BG.
"It's no different then coaching
against Ohio State or coaching
at the Glass Bowl. I'm a Toledo
Rocket," Beckman said. "1 had
great times here at Bowling
Green. I learned a lot, but I'm a
Toledo Rocket true and true."
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HELPING HAND: Freddie Barnes'explosive play should help the Fakonsearn a bowl bid.

From Page 5

FORMER FOES: Coaches Louis Orr and
Isiah Thomas (above) met in the NBA

Rivalry Renewed
For the third straight year. BG
made sure the Peace Pipe trophy
stayed in Bowling Green.
"It's really special and I'm really proud of our team and our
seniors," said senior quarterback
Tyler Sheehan. "And to be able
to come out on top in our last
home game against Toledo is
something we'll remember the
rest of our lives."
But while BG seniors felt the
added important of winning
the rivalry game, Beckman felt
the game was just like any other,
even though he is a former assis-

9k

BOWL

WIN

first punt of the game. UT's Eric
Page muffed the return and BG
recovered at the 1-yard line.

BG for that bowl bid if the top
three teams do go to the three
MAC-contracted bowls. But even
if the Huskies do earn the bid,
Clawson still thinks his team has
a good chance of being named an
at-large team.
"I think it's very likely. There's
going to be a couple bowls that
need at-large teams," Clawson
said. "There's not a lot of 7-5 atlarge teams, and I think we've set
ourselves up at one of the top 7-5
at-large teams."
Clawson emphasized the
team's 7-5 record because any
bowl that needs an at-large team
has to a select a team that is 7-5
or better before it can select a 6-6
team, even if that 6-6 team would
draw more fans to the game.
Therefore, the Falcons are
ahead of teams such as Notre
Dame when it comes to the pecking order of at-large bids.
Even that standard might not

beenoughforBGthough.because
two bowl games that will need atlarge teams are the GMAC and
Little Caesars Pizza Bowls, but
since those bowls have tie-ins
to the MAC, the Falcons can not
play in those games because bowl
rules prohibit teams from the
same conference from meeting
in a bowl game.
But there are still a couple other
options for the team.
Coming into the weekend,
Oklahoma State looked as if it
would be an at-large team for one
of the BCS bowls, possibly preventing Boise State from earning
a bid of their own.
But sinceOSU lost toOklahoma
this weekend, that isn't as likely to
happen, meaning Boise State is
expected to take that spot, which
will open up one of the Western
Athletic Conference's automatic
bowl bids.
The same will happen to the
Mountain West Conference if
TCU earns a BCS bid, which is
also very likely. The two games
that should be opened to at-large

THE
SALON
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMY

teams if that happens are the
Poinsettia Bowl in San Diego and
the Roady's Humanitarian Bowl
in Boise.
"last year, there wasn't a 7-5
team in the nation that didn't get
a bowl game," said senior quarterback Tyler Sheehan. "We've
done every t h i ng down the stretch
for us to potentially get a bowl
game. We've done what we can
control, and now it's on whatever
bowl that wants to take us, I'd be
shocked if we didn't go to a bowl
at this point."
Included in that stretch were
three fourth-quarter comebacks,
helped largely in part to one of
the nation's top receivers, Freddie
Barnes,
With their high-powered
offense and Barnes five catches
away from setting the NCAA
record for receptions in a season,
the Falcons should be a strong
option for any bowl committee.
"We play an exciting brand of
football." Clawson said. "Every
game this year except one has
been very competitive."

116 W South Boundary St. Perrysburg OH
www.tspaPerrysburg.com

There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

FALCONS vs. St.
TONIGHT - 7:00pm
AKDEDSDH ARENA
BGSU wraps up their current homestand by hosting the Red Flash
in a midweek non-conference showdown...be therel

BGSU STUDENTS FHEE
WITH STUDENT I.D.

R0LL AUNG!
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Notes: Prochaska finds health at right time
By Andrew Harrier
Sports Editor

3
1

mark (I l-of-23) on :i-pointcrs.
lioih are Improvements for the
Falcons Ci-2), who were shooting
41.7 percent from the field anil
.19.-1 percent from (hi'.l-point line
coming into the game.
lint more importantly, the
defense stepped up to limit the
Spartans to l9-of-60 (31.7 percent) on field goals. Falcon opponents had hi'ill shooting Ft I pcrcent front the field in the first four
games diis season.
"That was our biggest ke) com
ing into the game," Prochaska
said. "Our field goal percentage
defense has been something we
have been talking about because

Lauren Prochaska's health is
finally close to 100 percent.
Having battled illness through
the early part of the season, the
junior guard looked like her old
serf during an 80-51 win against
IJNC Greensboro (1-4) Friday
night, scoring a game-high 20
points in 28 minutes.
"I'm feeling a lot better now.
I'm pretty much hack to normal,''
Prochaska said. "It feels good to
finally have my energy back and
being able to play some more
minutes."
The reigning Mid-American
we have been letting teams shoot
Conference Player of the Year was
in the 50 percent (range]. That's
CHRISTINA
MCGINNIS
7-of-ll on field goals, including
something thai we really focused
four 3-pointers, while adding a BACK: Junior Laurer P'ocliaska scored 20 points in 25 minutes during a win ,igams! UNC
on tonight."
Greensboro on Friday night
team-high five rebounds.
Breske hurt
Coach Curt Miller said seeing
Prochaska's aggression at the of the gate and [she was] really tobeagood night for her."
Senior lara Breske suffered a
beginning of the game let him
hunting shots and looking for
Her performance was part of a "significant" ACI. injury last week
offense," Miller said. "I feel real
strong falcon offensive effort that
know she was feeling better.
See NOTES | Page 8
included a 53.8 field goal percent"What I really liked was the comfortable when we can get
aggressiveness tauten had out
Lauien going early that it's going age (28-of-52) and a 17.H percent

4 2
2 8 6
7

With 11:01 remaining in BG'sSO51 victory over UNC Greensboro,
BG senior Sarah Clapper lined
up a 3-pointcr from the right side
and drained the bucket for her
only points of the night.
The basket gave BG a «)-:«) lead
and allowed more than 30 of her
family and friends, most wearing
orange and blue tie-dye shirts, to
give a minor standing ovation.
On the ensuing time-out, the
Clapper family had even more to
cheer about, as Sarah's younger
sister Amy, a redshirt-freshman
center for UNC Greensboro
entered the contest.
"This a dream come true, to
have them both playing Division
I basketball on the same court,"
said their mother, Cheryl Clapper.
Sarah and Amy were on the
court together for exactly two
minutes, but for those two minutes it wasthe first time thesisters

GETER
From Page 6
ble deep in BG territory.
"The last couple times, we've
run the ball when we had to,"
said BG coach Dave Clawson.
"We did against Akron, and you
get in a situation with a lead and
you need a hard hat approach
and we did that."
It was the second straight week
a BG running hack helped clinch
the victory. Against Akron, Chris
Bullock had a 71-yard run late in
the 36-20 victory.

Good Ending
Roger Williams ended both
halves with an interception in the
win. With four seconds remaining in the first half, he ended
a Toledo scoring drive with an
interception in the end zone.
At the end of the second half,
Williams had his second pick
with 22 seconds remaining at the
BG 2-yard line.
Williams leads BG with four
interceptions this season and
was named Mid-American
Conference Hast Defensive Player
of the Week for his efforts.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Sarah
Clapper
Scored three points
against her sister's
team on Friday

had played in a game together
since they were in high school.
"It was fun," Sarah said. "I
haven't played wit h her in almost
four years now. And it's good
to see her, especially just being
healthy."
The sibling rivalry almost took
place last season when IK i won 71 53 at UNC Greensboro, but due
to injuries, both Clappers missed
the game.
Prior totheBG-UNCG matchup
last season, Chris Clapper, Sarah
and Amy's father, created orange
and blue tie-dye shirts wilh both
teams' logos on the front and
Sarah's No. 34 and Amy's No. 44
on the back.
Those are my dad's workings

.

;

Clapper sisters battle in BG before family and friends
By Sean Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

LOVE: Sisters Sarah (54) and Amy (44} Clapper play against each other on Friday during an
80-SI Fakon wm against UNC Greensboro
down in his basement office,"
Sarah said. That's exciting, and
I'm Impressed that they could
come up with it."
According In Chris, about It)
lamily members made the trip

to UNC Greensboro last season,
with most of the family wearing
the custom-made shirts.
Friday, the shirts were back in
full force, as the dapper family stood out in the middle of the

stands with their signature shirts
But while their numbers were
close on the hack of the shirts.
Sarah and Amy avoided each
being to c lose lo each other on
the court.
"It's nice thai she's not the same
position as I am. so we're not one
on-one with each other all the

lesi nl her lamiK a day earlier
as the Clapper family hostep
the UNC Greensboro team foi
Thanksgiving.
And if there was anything lor
Sarah lo lie thankful lor. it was
geiniig the opportunity in plav
against her sistet in her final O '

time." Amy said. "But we try not to

"I think ii jusi gets our team
excited. It's almost something
mote in play lor than the wins or
the loss." Sarah said. "It's son*
thing a little more, I wanted to gel

look at each other when we're on
the Hoot because even, once in a
while you crack a smile in there."
While Amy's reunion wilh
her sister tame on the court,
she got to sjH'nd lime wilh the

legiate season

some biagging rights, especially
now (hat I'm done"

We Have Your Next Place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2010-2011
SUMMER RENTALS
AVAILABLE

PETS ALLOWED

EFFICIENCIES

with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
802 Sixth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville
831 Seventh Street

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street Irom OHenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with lull bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only
School Year- S395.00 per month
One Year- $370 00 per month

May 15,2010 to August 7, 2010

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates Shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- AtThurstin
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm. One 8ath.
School Year - $465.00 per month.
One Year - $400.00 per month

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furn Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $465 00 per month.
One Year - $410 00 per month.

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Balh.
School Year - S415 00 per month.
One Year - S365 00 per month

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - S400.00 per month.
One Year - $355.00 per month

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $390.00 per month.
One Year - S355 00 per month

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - S435 00 per month
One Year - S370 00 per month

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Weil Done
Prior to the 2009 season. 22
new coaches were hired in the
Bowl Subdivision of college football.
Of those 22. 11 were hired
in non-BCS conferences and
Clawson was the only one of
them to finish with a winning
record this season.

£V0ASLADA BISTRO
A True BuTapMB. liinmnn Expenvme

Lei us help wilh your
department's holiday party;
whether at your place or ours.

Rates Shown for Two Person Occupancy. Rates Available for One to Three Person Occupancy.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity
School Year - $630 00 per month.
One Year - $530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn Or Unlurn Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $655.00 per month.
One Year - $565 00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - S590.00 per month
One Year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School Year - S590.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath W/Vanity in Bdrms.
School Year - $620.00 per month
One Year - $520 00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. Two tull baths.
School Year - $650 00 per month.
One Year - $540.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unlurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher
School Year - $630.00 per month.
One Year - $530 00 per month

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bath S Hall Vanity
School Year - S565.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month.

WE HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR 2010-2011
Families with children welcome to apply
for any rental unit.

I off a 850 purcti

or

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - $565 00 per month.
One Year - S475O0 per month
FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College
Furn. Or Unlurn One Bath, hall vanity.
School Year - $555 00 per month.
One Year - S475 00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE INC.

319 E. Wooster Sfeet, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

Visit our website www.Johnnewloverealestate.com and click on the rentals link

820 off a 8100 purchase
Present this ad lo qualify for discount
No other discounts or offers apply.
419.373.6050 I 182 S. Main St.
naslada@hotmail.com

il-fiJi!
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NOTES

when she can.
"Tonight, she stepped up and
did a lot of good things. We have
to get Laura a serious look earlier in the rotation because of
tonight's performance."
Prochaska said Bugher has
been a tremendous teammate
and an asset in practice through
the years.
"She battles. She does what
she did tonight every single day
in practice," Prochaska said. "It
was really exciting for us to see
her go in there tonight and have
a chance to do that in a game
because we see it every day in
practice."

From Page 7

and did not play against UNC
Greensboro.
She sustained the injury
against during an 81-66 Falcon
win against Oakland a week
ago.
Miller said there is no timetable for her return, only that she
will try to begin rehab this week
and listing her as "day-to-day."
BG's center had been averagingnine points and4.3 rebounds
per game this season.

Just as important
Laura Bugher has never seen
significant playing time with the
Falcons, averaging 5.7 minutes
and one point per game through
three seasons.
But the senior made the most
ofher four minutes against UNC
Greensboro, scoring six points
and grabbing four rebounds and
that performance may earn her
more playing time.

HOCKEY
From Page 5
won the second in a shootout.
"I know it's a shootout win, but
for lour seniors] to come in here
and battle like they did, I thought
it was exciting," said first-year
coach Dennis Williams.
That win was the first for BG
against Notre Dame since 2005, a
streak that saw the Fighting Irish
win 18 straight games.
The Tryptophan in the
Thanksgiving turkey didn't seem
to have any effect on either team
Friday in the series opener, as it
took the Falcons just 16 seconds
to get on the board.
Freshman Nathan Pageau gathered a loose puck on a rebound
and banked it in for his second
goal of the year, but more importantly a 1-0 lead.
The goal would stand for the
final 19:44 of the first period, as
BG held on to a 1-0 lead heading
into the first intermission.
Goalie Nick Eno was tested
early in the second, saving four
shots before the Falcons ran into
penalty trouble.
After Brian Moore was called
for tripping, Kyle Page followed
up 40 seconds later with a crosschecking penalty — setting up a
Notre Dame 5-on-3 advantage to
eventually tie the game 1-1. With

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Divinity sch.
2 Drawer projection
3 "Now
me down..."
4 Classic orange soda
5 Seafood cookout
6 Triangular sails
7 Blue part of a map
8 Cause 'or a pause
9 Patella protector
10 The Dixie Chicks, e.g.
11 Fester in one's mind
12 Way to get in
13 Planters logo Mr.
21 Buffalo-to-Albany
canal
22 Actress Garr
26 Air rifle ammo
27 Needle feature
28 Precious stone
30 Proficient
32 Coachman's control
34 Netanyahu of Israel,
familiarly
35 Particle with a charge
36 Philip who wrote the
Zuckerman novels
40 Chip go-with
41 Young man

What's next
CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEWS

ROLE PLAYER: Senior Laura Bugher
doesn't always see a lot of playing time, but
she makes the most it when she does.

"First of all, she's a fantastic
teammate," Miller said. "She
does everything right, but she's
a role player, and she really takes
advantage of her opportunities
the game tied after three periods
of play, BG headed to their second
overtime game of the season.
With just 2.4 seconds left in
overtime, Notre Dame's Ian Cole
tooka shot that Eno initially saved,
but the rebound took a funny
bounce and managed to find the
net — sealing a 2-1 victory.
Eno would give up the winning
goal, but it didn't take away his
performance of saving 31 of 33
shots.
lust one day after falling in
overtime, the Falcons were looking to leave South Bend having
salvaged the series — but to do
so would they would have to play
well into the night for the second
straight game.
Trailing the Fighting Irish 2-0
after the first period, BG put up
a two-spot of their own in the
second with goals from lordan
Samuels-Thomas and Ian Rule
— both being even goals which
Williams loves to see.
"We've said all along, we don't
want to play special teams games,"
Williams said. "We want to be a
five on five hockey team."
Notre Dame tacked on a goal of
their own in the second, taking a
3-2 lead into the third.
The Falcons netted two more
goals in the final frame behind
Tommy Dee and Marc Rodriguez,
but another solo goal from the
Fighting Irish tied the game at

The Falcons will play St.
Francis (Penn.) tonight at 7 p.m.
in Anderson Arena. BG won last
year's matchup 98-74.
In their last game, the Red
Flash were close to upsetting
No. 20 Pittsburgh, losing 75-70.
Three Red Flash players score
in double-figures during that
game.
four.
Both teams took a 4-4 tic to
overtime, but the extra period was
not enough as the game would
be decided in a shootout — in
which Samuels-Thomas brought
home the victory for the Falcons
and two points in the conference
standings.
Though the Falcons would have
liked to leave South Bend with a
clear victory, a shootout win was
good for the senior class who had
struggled particularly at the loyce
Center.

led Ads
419-372-6977

The BG New% will not knowingly accept
advertisement* rhai discriminate, or
cut on rage ditrnml nation again*! any Individual or group on the ba*h of race, vx,
color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, status a
or on id.- bail* of any other legalh
lecled status

ACROSS
1 One-person boat
6 College athlete
10 Mouse catcher
14 China's Zhou _
15 Clickable symbol
16 Compete in a meet
17 Ghostly noises
18 "Let It _": Everly Brothers hit
19 Peruvian empire builder
20 Furthermore
23 Barbary ape's cont.
24 Necklace clasp resting place
25 Baton Rouge sch.
26 Implore
29 Coastal inlet
31 Take to the clink
33 1961 Tony-winning musical
inspired by Elvis being dratted
37 Rig on the road
38 John, to Ringo?
39 Trivial, as chatter
43 7/4/1976 celebration

GIRLS LACROSSE COACHES
Perrysburg HS needs experienced
players to help coach 2010 season
Several paid openings.
Contact: jacketlacrosse@gmail.com

Debonair
Dr.'s group, maybe
Adobe file format
Cockney's main Web page?
Bears or Cubs
Suffix with Israel
Retail store financing come-onj
Rick's love in "Casablanca"
Mayberry moppet

66 Con game
68
69
70
71
72
73

Nuremberg no
Elbow-joint bone
Embodiment of perfection
RR stops
Ball-bearing gadgets?
Short-winded

Visit your campus
health center.
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For Rent

For Rent

1 BR apt across trom campus,
avail January 1st. S350/mo + util.

3 BR apts. recently updated'
619 High St. BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525

Houses & Apartments
www BGApar1ments.com
419-352-8917

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
Irom campus, newly remodeled.
S725'mo*util Call 419-708-9981

Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews com

Female subleaser needed. S300/mo
325 N Summt St. close to campus.
Call 330-421-7755 lor more into

1 BR apt now avail, ideal tor grad
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus. Call 419-352-5414

Call 419-897-5997
233 W Merry 4 BR house, close to
city park, pets permitted, oti-street
parking, zoned (or 5 unrelated
people. S795/mo. avail now!

2 BR unlurn. hall blcok Irom BGSU,
S600/mo inc elec & gas Dep req
Avail 5/15/10-5'10/11 419-601-3108
Shamrock Storage
Winter Special - 25° o oil
Many sizes. Near BGSU
ShamrockBG.com
419-354-0070

G&L Rental-2010-2011,
3 2 8 1 bedrooms,
Call 419-354-9740 lor more into
Highland Management
1 S 2 avail now!
Great location, quiet.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F, 9am-3pm

Subleaser needed ASAP! Close to
campus S350/mo, no utilities
319 Ridge St Call 513-885-8332
www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800
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* Apartments Available •

Mid Am Manor

There's something you can do.

58
60
61
62
63
67

■ 3

Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!

HPV Fact:
Your boyfriend
can't get
screened for
HPV—the vlrw
that causes
genital warts.

48
49
50
55
56

Christmas helper
Analogy words
Give a tongue-lashing
Runner Zatopek
Cooperative response!
to "Do you mind?"
Spring chirpers
Lucky charm
Enters, as data
William Tell's target
Largest New England
state
Piano exercise
Indian breads
Supporting votes
Cabinet dept. with a
lightning bolt on its
seal
Some HDTVs
Corrida shout

For Rent

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $3007day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

48
51
52
53
54
57
59
64
65

42
44
45
46
47

Ml Third SI
7-~

702 Third St

■

839 Fourth St

Id Am
anagement

Charleston nApts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Mtiusi's VvaNaMc
tmmm

close to cumpuv

('all ft) make an appointment today!
Mill Am Management
64 (Third #4 BG

352-4380
Check us nut M lacebook - MidAmKenlals

* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community*
* Gas included*
SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATESI
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

419-352-6335

